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Abstract

Populations of detrital zircons are shaped by geologic factors such as sediment
transport, erosion mechanisms, and the zircon fertility of source areas. Zircon
U-Pb age datasets are influenced both by these geologic factors and by the
statistical effects of sampling. Such statistical effects introduce significant
uncertainty into the inference of parent population age distributions from
detrital zircon samples. This uncertainty must be accounted for in order
to understand which features of sample age distributions are attributable to
earth processes and which are sampling effects. Sampling effects are likely to
be significant at a range of common detrital zircon sample sizes (particularly
when n � 300).

In order to more accurately account for the uncertainty in estimating par-
ent population age distributions, we introduce a new method to infer prob-
ability model ensembles (PMEs) from detrital zircon samples. Each PME
represents a set of the potential parent populations that are likely to have
produced a given zircon age sample. PMEs form the basis of a new metric
of correspondence between two detrital zircon samples, Bayesian Population
Correlation (BPC), which is shown in a suite of numerical experiments to
be unbiased with respect to sample size. BPC uncertainties can be directly
estimated for a specific sample comparison, and BPC results conform to an-
alytical predictions when comparing populations with known proportions of
shared ages. We implement all of these features in a set of MATLAB R©
scripts made freely available as open-source code and as a standalone appli-
cation. The robust uncertainties, lack of sample size bias, and predictability
of BPC are desirable features that differentiate it from existing detrital zir-
con correspondence metrics. Additionally, analysis of other sample limited
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datasets with complex probability distributions may also benefit from our
approach.

Keywords:
probability, Bayesian, provenance, geochronology, density estimation

1. Introduction1

Detrital zircon U-Pb ages can provide a robust indicator of the provenance2

of sedimentary rocks or modern sediment through comparison with the ages3

of potential source rocks. The population of zircon ages in a sedimentary4

rock or modern sedimentary environment depends on source ages, zircon fer-5

tility of source areas, spatial and temporal variations in erosion, and sediment6

transport processes in the catchment (e.g., Amidon et al., 2005; Dickinson,7

2008; Tranel et al., 2011; Gehrels, 2012; Satkoski et al., 2013; Garçon and8

Chauvel, 2014). Often, these zircon age populations are multi-modal, with9

the number and distribution of peaks unknown. A set of detrital zircon U-10

Pb age measurements thus reflects the influence of earth processes, operator11

choices about which part of a grain to analyze (e.g., Hanchar and Miller,12

1993), and the statistical effects of random sampling. Given the complexity13

of many detrital zircon age distributions, sampling effects can be significant14

and it is important to consider the method by which parent population char-15

acteristics are inferred from samples (Fig. 1).16

Historically, detrital zircon sample sizes have been chosen based on the17

probability of detecting the presence or absence of particular zircon age18

groups (Dodson et al., 1988; Vermeesch, 2004, suggest sample sizes of 6019

and 117, respectively). Unfortunately, these sample sizes have been found to20

be inadequate for representing the relative proportions of age groups in the21

parent population (Andersen, 2005). Recent analytical advances facilitate22

the acquisition of larger samples (n = 300 - 4000) that more fully represent23

the underlying parent population (Fedo et al., 2003; Gehrels et al., 2008;24

Pullen et al., 2014), but a significant portion of published samples, even25

in recent studies, are characterized by smaller sample sizes (n ∼ 80 - 120;26

Sharman et al., 2018).27

The dominant tool for detrital zircon interpretation has traditionally been28

visual comparison of probability density plots (Hurford et al., 1984) or age29

histograms. With the widespread recognition that visual inspection is prone30

to analyst bias (e.g., Sircombe, 2000; Satkoski et al., 2013), several workers31
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Figure 1: Detrital zircon populations are shaped by geologic processes and detrital zircon
samples are influenced both by these geologic processes and by sampling effects. A sample
age distribution can deviate significantly from its parent population distribution, though
it is the unknown parent population that is relevant for geological interpretation. Thus,
the choice of how to infer parent population characteristics from samples is critical. The
population shown is a large detrital zircon dataset (Pullen et al., 2014) and the sample
is a random subsample (n = 60) of the dataset. Plots use the kernel density estimation
method of Botev et al. (2010).
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have proposed quantitative metrics for assessing the correspondence between32

detrital zircon samples (e.g., Gehrels, 2000; DeGraaff-Surpless et al., 2003;33

Saylor et al., 2012, 2013; Satkoski et al., 2013; Vermeesch, 2013). The intro-34

duction of such quantitative metrics has greatly enhanced the interpretation35

of detrital zircon age data, facilitating comparison of greater numbers of36

samples.37

Many metrics are used, including quantities associated with the Kolmogorov-38

Smirnov (K-S) and Kuiper statistical tests (DeGraaff-Surpless et al., 2003;39

Lawrence et al., 2011; Vermeesch, 2013; Saylor and Sundell, 2016), and sev-40

eral metrics developed specifically for detrital zircon age distributions, in-41

cluding Similarity (Gehrels, 2000), Cross Correlation (Saylor et al., 2012,42

2013) and Likeness (Satkoski et al., 2013). Quantitative metrics of correspon-43

dence also permit the application of tools such as multi-dimensional scaling44

(Vermeesch, 2013; Spencer and Kirkland, 2016) and mixture modeling (e.g.,45

Amidon et al., 2005; Kimbrough et al., 2015; Sharman and Johnstone, 2017;46

Sundell and Saylor, 2017) to detrital zircon datasets. However, geological47

interpretations made from these quantitative metrics are limited by the de-48

gree to which detrital zircon samples accurately represent sampled parent49

populations, and there is reason to believe many samples may not be very50

representative (e.g., Andersen, 2005; Pullen et al., 2014; Ibañez-Mejia et al.,51

2018). This limitation of existing quantitative metrics is evident in the sam-52

ple size biasing observed in metric values (Satkoski et al., 2013; Saylor and53

Sundell, 2016). Relatedly, existing metrics do not provide ways to estimate54

confidence intervals on metric values, and metric behavior is not well under-55

stood beyond indicating that some sample pairs are relatively more alike or56

less alike than other pairs. Given the complexity of detrital zircon age dis-57

tributions and the limited sampling that characterizes many datasets, there58

is an ongoing need for new metrics of correspondence that behave in stable59

and predictable ways and permit robust estimation of metric uncertainty.60

Here, we introduce a new method of inferring and comparing zircon age61

population distributions that formally incorporates the uncertainty inher-62

ent in inferring population distributions from detrital zircon samples. Ac-63

counting for this uncertainty is important for detrital zircon studies because64

most parent populations are too complex to be adequately represented by65

typical sample sizes, and such accounting may also result in a more stable66

and predictable correspondence metric. Our method infers sets of poten-67

tial parent populations that are likely to have produced a given sample,68

which we refer to as probability model ensembles (PMEs; Fig. 2). We use69
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a Bayesian framework for this inference because such a framework allows70

the rigorous quantification of how well any candidate parent population is71

statistically supported by a given sample. Within this framework, a Markov72

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure is used to aggregate the potential73

parent populations contained in each PME. PMEs can be plotted to visually74

assess the level of constraint that a given zircon age sample places on its par-75

ent population. PMEs also form the basis for a new correspondence metric,76

Bayesian Population Correlation (BPC), which reflects the likelihood that77

two samples were drawn from the same parent population, as opposed to78

two distinct parent populations. BPC is the first detrital zircon correspon-79

dence metric to display near-complete freedom from sample size bias. In80

addition, BPC uncertainties can be directly estimated for a specific dataset81

comparison and BPC results can be predicted from population characteris-82

tics using an analytical expression we derive from probability theory. Such83

predictability permits quantitative interpretations about processes affecting84

parent populations (e.g., dilution in a sedimentary system). In order to85

facilitate the use of our methods, we provide MATLAB R© scripts (also avail-86

able as a standalone application) for inferring PMEs and calculating BPC87

(https://github.com/alextye/BPC).88

2. A Bayesian method for inferring ensembles of detrital zircon age89

populations90

Earth processes act on populations of detrital zircons, of which measured91

age samples are subsets (Fig. 1). Therefore, making geological interpreta-92

tions from detrital zircon age data requires using age samples to infer the93

characteristics of parent population age distributions. Such inference is un-94

certain because many different parent population age distributions may have95

produced a given sample set. However, some potential parent populations96

are far more likely than others. Identifying the set of potential parent popu-97

lations that are likely to have produced a sample set of observed ages could98

thus permit more robust geological interpretations of detrital zircon age sam-99

ples. Here, we present a Bayesian approach for inferring sets of detrital zircon100

parent populations that are consistent with a set of observed ages. This ap-101

proach is quantitative and internally consistent, and may lead to more robust102

interpretation of detrital zircon age samples.103

Our method uses Bayes’ Theorem to quantify the level of statistical sup-104

port that a set of zircon ages provides for a candidate parent population.105
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Figure 2: The variability of random samples drawn from a population is accurately cap-
tured by Probability Model Ensembles (PMEs) inferred from a single sample. (a) Kernel
density estimate curves (KDEs, inferred using the method of Botev et al., 2010) of random
samples (n = 60, 100, 300) of a population. Samples were drawn directly from the KDE
inferred for the complete dataset of Pullen et al. (2014). (b) Probability model ensembles
(PMEs) inferred for a single sample of varying sample size show an excellent match to
the values and variability observed in the subsample KDEs. The KDE curve calculated
for each sample is also shown in red, indicating that PMEs capture all major age peaks
captured by the KDE. Dot plots underneath each panel show the ages of the single random
subsample used to infer each PME (vertical scatter used for visual clarity).
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Bayes’ Theorem expresses the probability that a particular model, defined106

by parameters θ, fits a dataset d (Raftery, 1995):107

P(θ|d) ∝ P(d|θ) P(θ) (1)

with bold symbols indicating vectors. P(θ|d) is the posterior probability that108

model θ accurately describes the process that produced dataset d, P(d|θ) is109

the likelihood of observing data d given probability model θ, and P(θ) is the110

prior probability of θ based on a priori assumptions about the distribution111

of the model parameters (see Section 2.3). For a given dataset d, P(θ|d),112

P(d|θ), and P(θ) are distributions of probability over all possible model pa-113

rameters θ. The posterior distribution P(θ|d) is particularly useful because114

it quantifies the support that the data provide for various models as param-115

eters vary. Thus, the distribution of P(θ|d) indicates how tightly or loosely116

the data constrain each model parameter θk, whether the parameters covary,117

etc. In the detrital zircon application, d is the set of ages and analytical118

uncertainties of one detrital zircon sample and each model is a potential par-119

ent population of the observed sample, defined by parameters θ. Sampling120

the posterior distribution P(θ|d) yields a representative set of the potential121

parent populations likely to have produced the observed sample, which we122

call a Probability Model Ensemble (PME). Some detrital zircon samples may123

support a wide variety of candidate population probability models, whereas124

others support a more constrained set of models (Fig. 2). Permissible model125

variability is reflected in the distribution of inferred model parameters in a126

PME. This information is lost when only a single kernel density estimator127

(KDE) curve or probability density plot is used for a given detrital zircon128

sample.129

2.1. Representation of detrital zircon age distributions using basis splines130

Inferring ensembles of potential parent populations in a Bayesian frame-131

work requires an efficient method of representing probability density func-132

tions (PDFs) using a set of model parameters θ. Efficient representation is133

provided by basis-spline or b-spline functions (Fig. 3). In b-splining, model134

curves are generated by summing a series of basis functions b1...bn. Each135

basis function bk is a piecewise function with non-zero value over a limited136

portion of the x axis (Fig. 3a), and each basis function has a coefficient θk137

that controls its height. The piecewise function boundaries are called knots,138

and the shape of each basis function depends on the number of model pa-139

rameters compared to the number of knots (De Boor, 1978). To generate a140
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Figure 3: Third order basis splines provide an efficient way to represent probability den-
sity functions (PDFs) using a finite number of model parameters. (a) Each spline basis
function bk is a piecewise function (boundaries, called knots, shown by dashed lines) that
is composed of quadratic pieces and is smooth and differentiable (De Boor, 1978). Impor-
tantly, each basis function is defined such that it has non-zero value over only a limited
region. A coefficient θk is multiplied by the basis function to control its height. (b) In our
application, third order basis splines, shown in color, are distributed at regular intervals
along the x axis, which corresponds to zircon U-Pb age. The resulting modeled curve, s(x),
is the sum of all basis functions multiplied by their respective coefficients. This example
shows the effect of having the coefficient for each basis function equal to one. (c) This
example shows a modeled curve when spline coefficients are varied, with these particular
values generated randomly and shown beneath the basis functions. To simplify compu-
tation, our application uses these modeled curves as natural log-transformed probability
density functions, as discussed in Sections 2.1, S1.
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model curve s(x|θ), the basis functions are multiplied by their respective co-141

efficients and summed (Fig. 3b, c). In our method, many basis functions are142

distributed at fixed, regular intervals over an x axis that corresponds to zircon143

U-Pb age and basis functions correspond candidate parent population PDFs144

for a given sample (similar to Eilers and Marx, 1996). In order to simplify145

our modeling, we use splining to model natural log-transformed probabilities,146

such that each spline curve s(x|θ) is a natural log-transformed probability147

model (see discussion of the advantages of our approach in Section S4). Each148

spline curve s(x|θ) corresponds with a PDF that we define149

g(x|θ) = exp[s(x|θ)] (2)

Each candidate parent population PDF, g(x|θ), is uniquely identified by its150

set of basis function coefficients, θ. Sets of likely parent populations aggre-151

gated by our method will indicate the range of permissible basis function152

coefficients warranted by a given zircon age dataset, providing a direct esti-153

mate of the uncertainty of age peak heights.154

The fact that each basis function has non-zero value over a fixed and155

localized area means that each parameter θk has highly localized influence.156

The localized influence of each θk means that the probability of observing a157

grain of a certain age is a function of a small subset of the model parameters,158

greatly simplifying the response of model likelihood P(d|θ) to changes in each159

model parameter θk (see Section S2 for further discussion). Note that the160

probability model curves g(x|θ) generated by this b-spline method could po-161

tentially have integrated areas that diverge from unity, meaning they are not162

true PDFs, and we correct for this divergence in the calculation of likelihood163

P(d|θ) below. Prior to being plotted or returned to the user, probability164

model curves g(x|θ) are normalized to integrate to unity for ease of use.165

The specifics of our implementation of this spline method are chosen to166

simplify computation and make efficient use of limited computational re-167

sources. Our implementation uses 100 spline basis functions, distributed in168

a mixed log and linear scheme over zircon U-Pb age space (see further dis-169

cussion in Section S1). Our use of a mixed linear and log basis function170

arrangement is motivated by the systematics of the U-Pb system and the171

mass ratios measured to calculate U-Pb ages (see Gehrels, 2000; Gehrels172

et al., 2008, for further discussion). For ages <1 Ga, the 238U/206Pb ratio173

generally yields the most precise age, and the analytical uncertainty of these174

ages increases proportional to the measured age (Gehrels, 2000). The pro-175
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from the function values of g(x|θ) corresponding to observed zircon U-Pb ages in a sample.
Likelihoods are calculated by marginalizing (integrating) over the analytical uncertainty
of each observed grain age. See discussion in Section 2.2 for more detail.

portionality of analytical uncertainty to age in the <1 Ga range suggests that176

a logarithmic age scale is appropriate in order to capture more precise age177

peaks at younger ages. For ages >1 Ga, the 207Pb/206Pb ratio generally yields178

the most precise ages, and analytical uncertainties associated with these ages179

show an extremely slight, poor negative correlation with age (Gehrels, 2000),180

such that they are effectively uncorrelated. Because of the effective lack of181

correlation between ages and uncertainties for ages >1 Ga, basis functions182

are deployed on a linear age scale at ages >1 Ga, such that basis function183

width does not change with age. For further discussion of our choice of age184

scale, see Sections 4.4 and S1.185
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2.2. Quantifying the likelihood P(d|θ)186

Likelihood indicates the probability of drawing the observed sample from187

a candidate parent population. The likelihood of a single age, P(di|θ) is188

determined by evaluating the PDF that corresponds to the coefficients θ for189

datapoint di (Fig. 4). As mentioned above, we use spline curves to repre-190

sent natural log-transformed probability density functions, which simplifies191

our calculations (see further discussion in Section S1). Thus, each spline192

curve must be exponentiated to evaluate likelihood. As mentioned above,193

the curves g(x|θ) that correspond to model parameters θ may not integrate194

to 1 (a requirement for a true PDF), so we normalize the likelihood we in-195

fer from these curves by the integrated area of the curve. We account for196

the analytical uncertainties in each measured age by marginalization: rather197

than evaluate g(x|θ) at a single x value for each datapoint di, we evaluate198

the surrounding area and weigh the function values g(x|θ) by the Gaussian199

distribution that describes the analytical uncertainty of di (Fig. 4):200

P(di|θ) = 1

Area g(x|θ)
∫

g(x|θ) · ai(x) dx (3)

where g(x|θ) is the spline function that corresponds to model parameters201

θ, and ai(x) is a Gaussian distribution representing the age and analytical202

uncertainty of di. In our implementation, the integration in Eqn. (3) is203

solved numerically using Riemann summation, and the area under g(x|θ) is204

also calculated by Riemann summation.205

Because each zircon age measurement represents an independent draw206

from its parent population, the likelihood of observing an entire sample d207

given model θ is the product of the likelihood of each individual sample age:208

P(d|θ) =
n∏

i=1

P (di|θ) (4)

where n is the sample size.209

2.3. Prior assumptions P(θ)210

Bayesian methods require the explicit statement of prior assumptions,211

in the form of the probability distribution P(θ) incorporated into Bayes’212

Theorem (Eqn. 1). Though it may seem generally desirable to make no213

assumptions, all methods of estimating population probability distributions214

from finite samples rely on a set of assumptions. Our method uses the prior215
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to enforce the assumption that a distribution should be smooth and uniform216

in the absence of evidence to the contrary, with peak heights that scale ap-217

propriately given the sample size. Such an assumption is an integral part218

of previous methods to estimate PDFs from finite samples, including ker-219

nel density estimation (Silverman, 1986; Botev et al., 2010; Shimazaki and220

Shinomoto, 2010), as well as previous use of b-splines for density estimation221

(Eilers and Marx, 1996). We tested three prior distributions to enforce this222

assumption, including multivariate Gaussian, multivariate Cauchy (Fergu-223

son, 1962), and multivariate Student t distributions. Ultimately, we decided224

to use the multivariate Student t distribution because of its ease of use and225

the reasonable behavior of resulting PDFs, as discussed below.226

Our first prior assumption is that in the absence of data, any zircon age227

is as likely as any other within the modeled domain. This assumption is228

quantified by treating the expected value of each model parameter θk as the229

height of a uniform probability distribution over the domain of x:230

E(θk) =
1

range(Zircon U-Pb age)
(5)

where range(Zircon U-Pb age) here refers to the log-age range over which231

modeling is conducted, 1 - 4000 Ma in our application. The expected value232

shown here will yield a uniform distribution over x that integrates to 1. This233

expected value is the peak of the prior distribution for each parameter.234

The second assumption we can reasonably make about a PDF inferred235

from a finite sample is that if the sample size increases, the height of the236

age peaks should increase reflecting the increased confidence gained from a237

larger sample. To form a rough guideline for how much peak height should238

increase with added sampling, we use the example of a unimodal age dis-239

tribution. If a unimodal age distribution contains n ages, then the total240

integrated probability mass away from the lone age peak should equal ∼ 1
2n
.241

This is so because if a second age peak existed in the sampled population242

and constituted a share of the population of > 1
2n
, then a sample of size n is243

more likely than not to include at least one zircon age from this second age244

peak. Conversely, a sample of size n does not provide the statistical power245

to determine the existence and relative height of age peaks that constitute246

a share of < 1
2n

of the population because those peaks are not likely to be247

included in a sample of size n. Thus, ∼ 1
2n

is a conservative rough estimate248

of the total probability mass in a given distribution that is not assigned to249

recognized age peaks in the distribution. The heavy tailed prior distribu-250
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tions that we tested, the Cauchy and multivariate Student t distributions,251

were able to achieve this desired scaling, whereas the multivariate Gaussian252

distribution was not. A more detailed and rigorous discussion of this scaling253

can be found in Section S3.254

Our third consideration for the choice of prior distribution is the ability to255

choose the degree to which a distribution is smoothed, or equivalently stated,256

the covariance between adjacent basis functions. The multivariate Student t257

distribution incorporates a covariance matrix, which makes it easy to spec-258

ify the covariance between adjacent basis functions, while the multivariate259

Cauchy distribution does not.260

The multivariate Student t prior enforces norms that are common to all261

methods of inferring continuous PDFs from finite datasets of which we are262

aware, including those that are commonly used with detrital zircon U-Pb263

data (e.g., Botev et al., 2010). We parameterize the multivariate Student264

t distribution using the expected parameter values described by Eqn. (5).265

The covariance matrix we use to parameterize the Student t distribution266

defines the variability of each basis function coefficient as well as the covari-267

ance between the coefficients. Coefficient variance is defined by the diagonal268

elements of the covariance matrix. Coefficient covariance, which controls269

the smoothness of modeled PDFs, is defined by the off-diagonal elements of270

the covariance matrix. The covariance matrix values we use to achieve the271

desired behavior discussed above are diagonal element values of 13.52 and272

off-diagonal element values that decay away from the diagonal, following the273

expression 13.52 e
−| i−j |

100 , where i and j are the row and column index of the274

respective element. The distribution has 5 degrees of freedom (Lange et al.,275

1989). Despite the performance differences between the multivariate Student276

t distribution and multivariate Gaussian described here, we found that cal-277

culated BPC values (discussed below) were minimally affected by the choice278

of whether to use a multivariate Gaussian or multivariate Student t prior279

distribution.280

2.4. Aggregation of probability model ensembles (PMEs)281

Representative PMEs are aggregated for a given sample using a Markov282

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, with the Metropolis-Hastings algo-283

rithm used to determine whether a potential parent population is added to284

the PME. In an MCMC method, the unknown posterior distribution P(θ|d)285

is explored by a random walker moving through an m-dimensional space,286

where m is the number of model parameters and each dimension corresponds287
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to a single parameter. In our case, the movement of the walker and the re-288

sulting Markov chain (the record of the walker’s path through the space) are289

governed by the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, resulting in a Markov chain290

that is a representative sample of the posterior distribution P(θ|d) (Gel-291

man et al., 2013). In our implementation, the random walker begins at the292

maximum likelihood model (found by inversion; Shanno, 1970) so the walker293

wastes no steps in reaching the region of high posterior probability. In order294

to ensure adequate sampling of the posterior distribution P(θ|d), we require295

the random walker to run for a greater number of steps if parameter values296

are highly autocorrelated from one step to the next (Geyer, 1992). MCMC297

convergence is discussed further in Section S2. The typical number of steps298

in the Markov chain is 104 to 105.299

Because the Metropolis-Hastings method generates representative sam-300

ples of the posterior P(θ|d), models θ are represented in a PME to the de-301

gree that they are supported by the data. Thus, the permissible variability in302

models (in this case, parent population PDFs) is represented in this sample303

of the posterior. Posterior distributions become more tightly clustered the304

greater the level of constraint the data provide on the model parameters. For305

instance, when the size of a detrital zircon U-Pb age sample increases, the306

permissible variability in potential parent populations shrinks (Fig. 2).307

3. Estimating correspondence between PMEs: Bayesian Popula-308

tion Correlation (BPC)309

In order to assess the correspondence of two zircon age populations us-310

ing the robust constraints contained in PMEs, we develop a new compara-311

tive metric called Bayesian Population Correlation (BPC). BPC incorporates312

the uncertainties in parent population inference that are reflected in PMEs.313

Specifically, BPC compares the probabilistic support for two alternative hy-314

potheses: the joint hypothesis (HJ), in which two observed samples are from315

one joint parent population, and the separate hypothesis (HS), in which each316

sample is drawn from its own, separate parent population. BPC depends on317

the relative likelihood of the two hypotheses, HJ and HS, which can vary over318

many orders of magnitude, so we define the relative likelihood magnitude Λ319

as the natural log of the relative likelihood of HJ versus HS:320
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Λ = ln

[
P(HJ)

P(HS)

]
=

〈
ln

[
P(dJ |{θJ})

P(d1|{θ1}) P(d2|{θ2})
]〉

= 〈ln P(dJ |{θJ})〉 − 〈ln P(d1|{θ1})〉 − 〈ln P(d2|{θ2})〉
(6)

where d1 and d2 are the age data of sample 1 and sample 2, and dJ is the321

union of d1 and d2, representing the combined data of samples 1 and 2. We322

refer to dJ as the hypothetical joint sample. {θ1}, {θ2}, and {θJ} are the323

PMEs of samples 1 and 2 and the hypothetical joint sample, inferred using324

the MCMC method described above. Here and in subsequent expressions,325

angular brackets indicate the mean ensemble natural log likelihood, which is326

calculated by taking the mean of natural log likelihood values of the full PME.327

In general, P(dJ |{θJ}) = P(d1|{θJ}) · P(d2|{θJ}) because dJ is composed328

of d1 and d2 and zircon ages di are independent draws from a population so329

their probabilities are multiplicative. Substituting this result into Eqn. (6)330

yields331

Λ = 〈ln P(d1|{θJ})〉 + 〈ln P(d2|{θJ})〉 − 〈ln P(d1|{θ1})〉 − 〈ln P(d2|{θ2})〉
(7)

For ease of interpretation, we seek to scale Λ to occupy the range between332

0 and 1. Such scaling can be accomplished by normalizing Λ with respect333

to two end member scenarios: (1) identical parent populations, which will334

produce the maximum Λ value and (2) parent populations with no shared335

ages, which will produce the minimum Λ value. Here, we calculate these end336

member results analytically, making the simplifying assumption that samples337

are large enough to accurately represent parent population PDFs (Fig. 5).338

Following from Eqns. (6, 7), the expected value of Λ, Λideal, is defined as339

Λideal = ln

[
P(HJ)

P(HS)

]
= ln

[
P(d1|FJ) P(d2|FJ)

P(d1|F1) P(d2|F2)

]
(8)

where F1, F2, and FJ are well characterized parent population PDFs and340

the data are assumed to be independent observations such that P(dJ) =341

P(d1) · P(d2). In the first endmember case, where samples are drawn from342

identical parent populations, F1 = F2 = FJ , so Eqn. (8) shows that Λideal =343

0. In the second endmember case, where parent populations are perfectly344

non-overlapping, the probability mass of FJ must be spread out in order to345
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Figure 5: Two idealized end member scenarios (perfectly corresponding populations and
perfectly non-overlapping populations) assist with the calculation of upper and lower
bounds of the relative likelihood magnitude Λ. Scale bar shows h0, the height of the
age peak of the unimodal samples (see Section 3).

accommodate samples from both populations. In this case, FJ is the sum of346

F1 and F2 each weighted by the proportion of total data that comes from347

their respective samples:348

FJ =
n1

n1 + n2

F1 +
n2

n1 + n2

F2 (9)

where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes of the two samples. This definition of349

FJ maximizes the likelihood of observing dJ , which is the union of d1 and350

d2. In order to find the minimum Λ value using Eqn. (8), we must relate351

the likelihood of observing a given zircon age di under FJ , P(di|FJ), to the352

likelihood of observing the same age under F1 and F2, P(di|F1) and P(di|F2).353

Eqn. (3) shows that multiplying F by a constant will also scale P(di|F ) by354

the same constant. Therefore, P(di|FJ) can be calculated from P(di|F1) and355

P(di|F2) as follows:356

P(di|FJ) =
n1

n1 + n2

P(di|F1) +
n2

n1 + n2

P(di|F2) (10)

Considering first the case of di taken from sample 1, we assert that because357

populations 1 and 2 are perfectly non-overlapping, P(di,1|F2) = 0, which358

allows eliminating the second term of Eqn. (10). Because the likelihood of359
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observing sample d1 is the product of the likelihood of each individual age360

in the sample di,1 (Eqn. 4) and because P(di,1|F2) = 0, it follows from Eqn.361

(10) that362

P(d1|FJ) =

(
n1

n1 + n2

)n1

P(d1|F1) (11)

By the same reasoning presented above, P(di,2|F1) = 0, so Eqn. (11) applies363

when the subscripts 1 and 2 are swapped, as well. When this result is sub-364

stituted into Eqn. (8), numerator and denominator terms cancel, revealing365

the expression for Λideal when there is no population overlap, which we term366

Λmin:367

Λmin = ln

[(
n1

n1 + n2

)n1
(

n2

n1 + n2

)n2
]

(12)

We define Bayesian Population Correlation as a remapping of Λ onto368

the range of 0 to 1, which we accomplish using the two endmember cases369

described above:370

BPC = 1−
(

Λ

Λmin

)
(13)

Because Λmin accounts for the sizes of each sample, expected BPC values371

should remain insensitive to sample size, (though BPC uncertainties vary372

with sample size, see Section 5). Two samples drawn from identical parent373

populations should produce a BPC value of 1, whereas two samples drawn374

from completely distinct populations should yield a BPC value of 0. The375

variation of this metric between 0 and 1, with higher values indicating in-376

creasingly similar populations, motivates our use of the word ‘correlation’ in377

its name. We note that BPC is similar to the Bayes factor of Jeffreys (1998),378

though the Bayes factor is based on comparison of posterior values rather379

than likelihood values.380

We note that BPC occasionally exceeds 1 for two very similar samples,381

which can be explained by the fact that both priors and likelihood influence382

the construction of PMEs, but BPC is based solely on likelihood. Consider383

the example of a sample being compared against itself, such that to con-384

struct the hypothetical joint PME, all observed zircon ages in the sample are385

doubled. Our priors are tuned such that larger sample sizes will increase age386

peak heights (see discussion in Section 2.3). Thus, in the case of two identi-387

cal samples, the joint PME will have taller age peaks than the two identical388
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separate PMEs. These taller peaks result in higher likelihoods for each zir-389

con age than the age peaks of the PME inferred for the sample by itself.390

The higher likelihood of each sample age under the joint PME results in a391

BPC value slightly greater than 1 (Eqns. 6, 13). This same phenomenon can392

occur for two nearly identical samples. Despite this undesired behavior, we393

believe the use of a likelihood ratio is justified because of its well understood394

behavior. When BPC is greater than 1, estimated uncertainty (see Section395

5) typically includes 1.396

4. Testing the behavior of BPC397

We conduct a suite of resampling experiments to test the behavior of398

BPC. First, a simple experiment involving unimodal populations with vari-399

able overlap tests the basic functioning of BPC. Then, the effect of changing400

sample size on BPC is tested using resampling experiments conducted with401

published detrital zircon datasets. Finally, we also conduct experiments to402

assess the effect on BPC of varying the proportion of shared ages in two403

compared parent populations.404

4.1. BPC behavior in a simple case405

In order to verify that BPC behaves as intended in a simple case, BPC406

was evaluated for samples of two synthetic, Gaussian parent populations407

that are systematically displaced relative to one another (Fig. 6). For this408

experiment, PMEs were modeled over an x value domain of 0 to 6.9, which409

corresponds to the natural logarithmic transformation of the age range 1 -410

1000 Ma, thus paralleling our modeling procedure for zircon U-Pb age data411

<1 Ga. One Gaussian parent is centered on 2.5 and a second Gaussian412

parent of equal width is defined with its center located at 3, 3.5, 4, etc.413

The standard deviation of each Gaussian parent population is 0.5. Random414

values are drawn from these Gaussian parent populations and compared to415

one another using BPC (Fig. 6). The analytical uncertainty ascribed to each416

log-age was ∼0.01, which equates to 1% of its value in linear space. The417

results of this experiment show that BPC varies smoothly between 0 and 1418

with increasing population overlap independent of sample size, as expected.419

4.2. Independence from sample size bias420

To assess the effects of sample size on BPC for realistic samples, BPC421

is tested on samples drawn from existing detrital zircon datasets (Pullen422
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Parent population displacement (σ)
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Figure 6: Experiments with a range of partially overlapping Gaussian parent populations
show that BPC inhabits the full metric range between 0 and 1 and returns consistent values
for all tested sample sizes. Two Gaussian parent populations are systematically displaced
from one another (expressed in terms of peak-width units σ) and sampled randomly at
sample sizes n = 60, 117, 300. Resulting samples are compared using BPC. Each symbol
represents the mean and standard deviation of metric values across twenty experiments
and symbols are plotted with small horizontal offsets for visual clarity.
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Figure 7: BPC calculated from random subsamples of two large detrital zircon datasets are
unbiased with respect to sample size, in contrast to existing detrital zircon correspondence
metrics. (a) Datasets of Pullen et al. (2014); Thomson et al. (2017) were resampled by
drawing ages directly from the KDE (Botev et al., 2010) calculated for each dataset. (b)
Metric results are shown for when two subsamples of a single population (the dataset of
Pullen et al., 2014) are compared. (c) Results are shown for when subsamples are drawn
from two different populations (the datasets of Pullen et al., 2014; Thomson et al., 2017).
The key shows the plotted metrics, and previously published metrics were calculated using
KDE curves estimated using the method of Botev et al. (2010). BPC is not based on a
KDE method. In (c), note the broken vertical axis.
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et al., 2014; Thomson et al., 2017) with variable sample size (Fig. 7). The423

synthetic subsamples used for testing are drawn directly from the KDEs424

inferred for the large datasets of (Pullen et al., 2014; Thomson et al., 2017),425

which mirrors the process of sampling a population. Cases of identical parent426

populations (two samples drawn from the dataset of Pullen et al. (2014)) and427

different parent populations (one sample drawn from the dataset of Pullen428

et al. (2014), one sample drawn from the dataset of Thomson et al. (2017))429

are both tested, and in each case sample sizes between n = 60 and n = 400430

are used. BPC values calculated between random subsamples of identical431

populations cluster around 1, with decreasing scatter as sample size increases432

(Fig. 7b). When BPC is calculated between random subsamples of two433

different parent populations, it demonstrates a consistent value across a range434

of tested sample sizes (Fig. 7c), again with decreasing scatter as sample size435

increases.436

The consistent behavior of BPC and lack of sample size biasing contrasts437

with the behavior of published metrics for detrital zircon correspondence438

(Fig. 7) including Similarity (Gehrels, 2000), Cross Correlation (Saylor et al.,439

2012, 2013) and Likeness (Satkoski et al., 2013). These published metrics are440

functions of KDE curves inferred for samples, and the values of these met-441

rics are dependent on both sample size and KDE method chosen (Saylor and442

Sundell, 2016, review and test these metrics). Both of these dependencies are443

problematic because they indicate that metric value is not solely a function444

of differences between detrital zircon populations, and therefore that these445

metrics do not solely reflect geologic processes. For comparison with BPC,446

Figure 7 shows values of Similarity, Likeness, and Cross Correlation calcu-447

lated using the KDE method of Botev et al. (2010), which is widely used448

and implemented in the DensityPlotter software of Vermeesch (2012).449

It can be seen that the mean values of Similarity, Likeness, and Cross Cor-450

relation are each systematically related to sample size in at least one of the451

two cases. In addition, of these three metrics, there is no single metric that452

minimizes sample size bias in the cases of both identical and different parent453

populations. In the case of identical parent populations, Similarity shows454

the smallest change in value from n = 60 to n = 400, whereas in the case of455

different parent populations, Similarity shows a greater change in value than456

Likeness or Cross Correlation. Additional testing using other KDE methods457

documents changes in metric behavior when different KDE methods are used458

(see Section S4, Fig. S5). In addition, we also find that the test statistics and459

p-values associated with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Kuiper tests, which460
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have been used to assess detrital zircon correspondence, are biased according461

to sample size for our resampling experiments (Fig. S4). The sample size bi-462

asing and dependence on KDE method of these previously published metrics463

is explored in more detail elsewhere (Saylor and Sundell, 2016). BPC, which464

shows minimal or no sample size biasing and is not based on kernel density465

estimation, avoids these issues.466

4.3. Interpreting the meaning of BPC values467

Quantitative interpretation of existing metrics is currently limited to de-468

termining whether one pair of samples is more or less alike than another469

pair of samples. For a metric to have direct implications for earth processes,470

the metric would need to directly constrain parent population characteristics471

such as the proportion of ages in one population that are shared with an-472

other population. If a metric were to display a robust functional relationship473

between the shared proportions of populations and metric value, then the474

metric could be used to provide novel quantitative constraints on processes475

that affect detrital zircon populations. BPC has the potential to display such476

a functional relationship, in large part due to its grounding in probability the-477

ory. We have already demonstrated the use of probability theory to derive478

accurate expected BPC values for the cases of identical parent populations479

and parent populations with no shared ages (Section 3). Therefore, it stands480

to reason that expected BPC values derived analytically in a similar fashion481

could potentially predict experimental BPC values for partially overlapping482

parent populations, as well.483

We derive an equation for expected BPC value as a function of the pro-484

portion of shared ages of two detrital zircon populations (Section S5) and485

test it against BPC values from resampling experiments (Fig. 8). If these486

expected values are accurate predictions of BPC values calculated between487

pairs of detrital zircon samples, then BPC has a functional relationship to488

the shared proportions of two populations. Such a relationship would per-489

mit quantitative interpretations of the effects of earth processes on detrital490

zircon populations directly from metric value. In order to test whether mea-491

sured BPC values conform to the predictions derived from probability the-492

ory, we devised additional resampling experiments where the proportion of493

ages shared between two populations is systematically varied (Fig. 8). The494

dataset of Pullen et al. (2014) is divided into three broad subgroups (young,495

0-800 Ma; middle, 800-1550 Ma; and old, 1550-4000 Ma) and synthetic par-496

ent populations are constructed using various mixtures of these subgroups.497
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Figure 8: Comparison of numerical experiments to analytical predictions indicates that
BPC is well described as a function of the proportions of zircon age groups that are shared
between two samples. To model the effects of partially overlapping zircon age samples, the
dataset of Pullen et al. (2014), is divided into three subgroups, 0-800 Ma, 800-1550 Ma, and
1550-4000 Ma (see upper left panel). These subgroups are used to generate synthetic zircon
parent populations with variable proportions of shared ages (see description in Section 4).
Upper and lefthand margins show typical samples drawn from synthetic populations so
generated. The greater the proportion of each synthetic population that lies in the shared
subgroup, the greater the expected correspondence. The shared fractions of each synthetic
parent population are represented by two independent variables, f1 and f2, which vary
between 0 and 1. f1 and f2 form the x and y axes of the table (note that f2 increases
from top to bottom). In the main plot, colors and black numbers correspond to mean
BPC values from four experiments for each coordinate pair (f1, f2). In each experiment,
samples of size n = 300 were drawn from parent populations 1 and 2. White contours show
analytically predicted BPCideal values, given by Eqn. (S10) in Section S5, which show an
excellent match with observed results. The uncertainty of each experimental BPC value
shown is 0.02.
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The subgroup boundaries are chosen to fall between coherent age peaks in498

the data. For each experiment, two synthetic parent populations are defined499

as follows: parent 1 includes grains of the young and middle subgroups and500

parent 2 includes grains of the middle and old subgroups. Thus, a portion of501

each synthetic parent population consists of grains of the shared middle age502

domain. The proportion of each parent population that belongs to the shared503

domain is independently varied from 0 (no middle aged grains) to 1 (entirely504

middle aged grains) and these proportions are represented as f1 and f2. The505

synthetic parent populations are then sampled and BPC is calculated; this506

procedure is repeated 4 times for each coordinate pair (f1, f2) with sample507

size n = 300 and results are shown in black in Figure 8.508

The results of these experimental results show that BPC varies smoothly509

between zero and one as a function of the shared proportions of detrital510

zircon populations. BPC values of zero indicate no shared ages between two511

detrital zircon populations, whereas values of 1 indicate that the samples are512

likely to have been drawn from identical parent populations. BPC values513

between 0 and 1 indicate partial overlap of the ages contained in the two514

populations. We also compare the results of these numerical experiments to515

expected BPC values derived analytically for variable f1 and f2 (see Section516

S5, Eqn. S10). Expected BPC values are shown in white contours in Figure517

8. BPC results from the resampling experiments conform almost perfectly to518

the expected values, indicating that BPC values can be accurately predicted519

from probability theory.520

In order to ensure this correspondence between measured and expected521

BPC values is robust under a variety of realistic conditions, we performed two522

additional variants of the experiment described above. First, we divide the523

Pullen et al. (2014) dataset into 20 natural age peaks and then assign each524

of those age peaks to one of three subgroups such that the age peaks of each525

subgroup are interspersed across the full range of ages present in the dataset.526

Random subsamples are drawn with replacement from the subgroups and527

BPC calculated as above. The results of this experimental scheme are indis-528

tinguishable from the results when the three subgroups are defined as 0-800529

Ma, 800-1550 Ma, and 1550-4000 Ma (Fig. 8). Thus, BPC values can be530

accurately predicted even when the shared and unshared age peaks of two531

populations are dispersed throughout the range of age values present. In532

order to test the effect of varying sample size on the predictability of BPC533

values, the sizes of compared samples were systematically varied for selected534

combinations of (f1, f2). BPC values were within uncertainty of expected535
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values (see below for estimation of BPC uncertainties) for all tested cases,536

including when sample sizes differ by up to an order of magnitude. The re-537

sults of these additional experiments show that BPC values can be accurately538

predicted from (f1, f2) over a variety of sample sizes and in situations where539

shared and unshared age peaks are interspersed in compared populations.540

The functional relationship between BPC and shared population propor-541

tions can be inverted, meaning that a BPC value found for two real detrital542

zircon samples can be used to constrain the shared proportions of the sam-543

pled parent populations, which are unknown for natural samples. The shared544

proportions of two detrital zircon populations (f1, f2) are directly affected by545

geologic processes such as sediment mixing (see Niemi, 2013, and Section546

S5 for further discussion). Thus, the ability to infer the shared proportions547

of two detrital zircon populations permits quantitative interpretations of ge-548

ologic processes from detrital zircon age samples that were not previously549

possible. The near perfect conformity of BPC values to theoretical expec-550

tations for partially overlapping parent populations suggests that expected551

BPC values could be derived for other more complicated scenarios as well,552

such as multiple partially overlapping age categories.553

4.4. Limitations of our implementation of BPC554

The fixed location and width of b-spline basis functions suggests that if555

age peaks are narrow and closely spaced enough, then these age peaks might556

not be differentiated in PMEs. To quantitatively assess the effect of resolu-557

tion issues on PME inference and BPC, we performed repeated experiments558

using synthetic Gaussian parent populations (similar to Fig. 6) with variable559

widths. As might be expected, these experiments indicated that our PME560

inference method cannot resolve age peaks that are narrower than a single561

spline basis function. If the major differences between two populations are562

defined by small offsets between such narrow age peaks, calculated BPC val-563

ues may be too high. Our mixed log and linear age scale (Section 2.1) results564

in the following minimum widths for age peaks to be fully resolved by our565

method. Spline basis functions are distributed on a logarithmic age scale566

at ages <1 Ga, and an age peak <1 Ga must have a standard deviation of567

at least 3.5% of its age value to be fully resolved. For instance, a 100 Ma568

peak must have a standard deviation of at least 3.5 Ma. An age peak >1569

Ga must have a standard deviation of at least 35 Ma to be fully resolved.570

We note that these required widths are somewhat greater than the analytical571
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uncertainty of a typical detrital zircon age measurement. However, we sus-572

pect that they will be adequate for most detrital zircon age populations, and573

Figure 2 shows that our implementation completely recovers the age peaks574

revealed by a popular KDE method (Botev et al., 2010).575

Computational constraints are the only limitation on the number of basis576

functions the method uses. The current default of 100 basis functions dis-577

tributed on a hybrid log-linear zircon U-Pb age axis results in manageable578

runtimes on a personal computer and resampling experiments suggest that579

for realistically complex samples (drawn from Pullen et al., 2014), PMEs are580

not affected by resolution issues. If additional computing power is available,581

our procedure can easily be altered to use more basis functions and thus582

resolve narrower and more closely spaced age peaks.583

5. Estimation of BPC uncertainties584

Given the uncertainty inherent in inferring parent population age distri-585

butions from detrital zircon samples (Figs. 1, 2), an ideal comparative metric586

would provide a robust estimate of uncertainty of the metric itself. PMEs587

contain a large number of potential parent population PDFs, and the varia-588

tion within PMEs provides a means to estimate BPC uncertainty. In order589

to estimate BPC uncertainty, we randomly select models from the joint and590

separate PMEs and compare their likelihood values following Eqn. (6) to591

calculate a representative set of individual Λ values, which we refer to as Λi:592

Λi = lnP(dJ |θJ,i) − ln P(d1|θ1,i) − ln P(d2|θ2,i) (14)

where θJ,i, θ1,i, and θ2,i are models randomly drawn from their respective593

PMEs. The set of Λi values is then propagated through Eqn. (13) to yield a594

distribution of BPC values for two samples. The 1σ confidence interval of this595

distribution is the BPC uncertainty σBPC . A similar approach to uncertainty596

estimation in a Bayesian framework is taken by Kruschke (2013).597

In order to test the reliability of σBPC , we apply it to the synthetic samples598

used in the previous section (Fig. 9). We calculate σBPC for random sub-599

samples from two well resolved, real detrital zircon age distributions (Pullen600

et al., 2014; Thomson et al., 2017) at sample sizes of n = 60, 117, and 300601

(the same subsamples as shown in Fig. 7). For samples drawn from identical602

parent populations (Fig. 9a), σBPC proves to be a conservative estimate of603

uncertainty, with calculated BPC values always lying well within 2σBPC of604
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Figure 9: Resampling experiments show that the variation of models within PMEs permits
estimation of robust BPC uncertainties. (a) BPC with uncertainties for 20 experiments
with random subsamples drawn from identical parent populations (Pullen et al., 2014)
and compared against one another. Points show BPC values calculated for two synthetic
detrital zircon samples and error bars show uncertainty inferred for that particular pair
of samples using the method discussed in Section 5. (b) BPC with estimated uncertain-
ties for 20 experiments where random subsamples were drawn from two different parent
populations (Pullen et al., 2014; Thomson et al., 2017). Black dashed line indicates mean
BPC value for each panel, taken as an estimate of the expected BPC value. Uncertainties
are calculated from the variation in PMEs (see Section 5).
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the mean value calculated for each sample size. For samples drawn from605

two different parent populations (Fig. 9b), σBPC is a roughly appropriate606

estimate of scatter of BPC values about the mean for a given sample size.607

In this case, for n = 60, all samples fall within 2σBPC of the mean. For n608

= 117, 85% of BPC values fall within 2σBPC of the mean. For n = 300,609

75% of BPC values fall within 2σBPC of the mean. Even for those samples610

further than 2σBPC from the mean, the mean is typically just beyond their611

2σBPC error envelope, and σBPC seems to provide a sensible estimate of the612

scatter in BPC values for a given sample size. Therefore, we regard σBPC as613

a useful indicator of BPC uncertainty that reflects the inherent uncertainty614

in sampling from an unknown parent population.615

6. Implications of PMEs and BPC for analysis of detrital geochronol-616

ogy data617

We have shown that BPC is a correspondence metric that varies pre-618

dictably between 0 and 1, shows minimal or no sample size biasing (Fig. 7),619

and for which uncertainties can be readily estimated (Fig. 9). These features620

indicate that BPC is potentially a more reliable metric of correspondence be-621

tween detrital zircon populations than other metrics currently available.622

We have shown that the functional relationship between BPC and the623

proportions (f1, f2) of ages that are shared between two populations can be624

derived analytically from probability theory (Fig. 8, also see Section S5).625

This relationship between BPC and the shared proportions of the two popu-626

lations can be inverted, so that a BPC value calculated for a pair of detrital627

zircon samples can be used to constrain the shared proportions of their re-628

spective parent populations. Because BPC is a function of two independent629

variables (f1, f2; see Fig. 8), a BPC value produces nonunique solutions for630

f1 and f2. However, if the value of f1 or f2 can be assumed, then a unique so-631

lution for the other is possible. Such an assumption might be able to be made632

given prior knowledge of the sedimentary system in which the zircons were633

deposited. For instance, if one sample is collected from a location upstream634

of another sample, it can be assumed that the entirety of the upstream popu-635

lation is shared with the downstream population, i.e., that it is theoretically636

possible for any age present in the upstream population to also be present in637

the downstream population. In such a case, f1 can be assumed to equal 1,638

permitting the BPC calculated for the two samples to yield a unique solution639

for f2, which constrains the proportion of grains in the downstream popu-640
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lation that originated in the catchment of the upstream population. Such641

a constraint could potentially be used, in combination with data on stream642

length, catchment area, and erosion rate, and under a set of assumptions, to643

investigate dilution of zircon age populations in sedimentary systems (see,644

for example, Niemi, 2013, and Section S5 for further discussion).645

We have also shown that a PME is a representative set of the possible646

parent populations that are likely to have produced a given detrital zircon647

sample (Section 2). The diversity of PMEs mirrors the diversity of samples648

of a certain size obtained from a population (Fig. 2). Thus, PMEs may prove649

useful for the visual assessment of statistical confidence in a detrital zircon650

sample age distribution. In addition, other types of quantitative analyses651

besides BPC may be made possible or made more robust through the use of652

PMEs.653

7. Conclusions654

We develop a metric for comparing two detrital zircon samples—Bayesian655

Population Correlation (BPC)—that is unbiased with respect to sample size,656

permits robust estimation of uncertainty, and behaves in a consistent and657

mathematically predictable manner. Much of the success of this metric de-658

pends on the use of a probability model ensemble (PME), rather than a single659

PDF, to characterize the age distribution of a detrital zircon population. A660

PME is generated by a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm and is a prob-661

abilistically representative set of the potential parent populations consistent662

with an observed detrital zircon age sample.663

Because of the grounding of BPC in probability theory, the shared pro-664

portions of two detrital zircon populations can be directly inferred from cal-665

culated BPC values. Such inference, along with the ability to estimate robust666

uncertainties, may permit new quantitative interpretations of detrital zircon667

age data. In addition, BPC may be applicable beyond detrital zircon data,668

such as to other types of detrital geochronology or thermochronology data.669

As shown here, multi-modal datasets with limited sample sizes may not be670

well-described by existing widely-used statistical methods—in general, these671

datasets could benefit from BPC analysis.672
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